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Cover Stories
FARM SAFETY

An easier way to handle concaves

A

few months ago, Grainews asked its readers
to let the Motor Safety
Association know if you
had any clever ideas for safely removing combine concaves.
Thanks to your great responses from across the three Prairie
provinces, MSA put together a
nifty, back-saving solution to this
tough job. Some of the comments
received were, “the concaves are
too large and heavy” or “grain
producers are getting older and
are not as strong or agile as they
used to be.”
Some suggestions received are
to use a winch on the end of a
wheeled picker crane to remove
and reinstall the concave, or to
purchase smaller concaves from

a jobber supplier which are half
the weight as they supply them
in long narrow strips. For example
on a combine that requires three
full-size concaves you would use
six of the half-size concaves.
After considering all the suggestions MSA purchased a 12-volt
winch and mounted it on the
left-hand flooring platform
on a combine. Next, a wiring
harness was run to the battery
and a swivelling snatch block
was mounted overhead.
We then hooked the winch
cable to the concave and successfully removed and reinstalled the
concave (below, left). The process was very quick, efficient and
inexpensive. It abolished the risk
of a back injury by eliminating

the hazard of an awkward lift or
overreach to remove or reinstall
the concaves.
With the addition of a snatch
block one could utilize an
ATV equipped with a winch to
remove and reinstall the concaves. Simply drive the ATV
beside the combine and utilize
the ATV winch. This saves you
from having to purchase a separate winch. This is useful in a
field or at the farm as most grain
producers have an ATV with a
winch. MSA recommends anyone attempting either process
to utilize CSA-approved materials and load-rated hardware/
rigging.
MSA is very grateful for the cooperation we received from agricul-

tural equipment dealers, technicians
and grain producers. When we first
started asking people what can be
done to correct this problem the
answer was, “there is no other way
to do this.” With co-operation and
believing in discovering a solution it
is possible to implement prevention
methods to remove the chance of a
back injury.
For further followup to this story
and to view Motor Safety Association’s
other case studies please visit: www.
motorsafety.ca. †
The Motor Safety Association (MSA) is
a non-government, non-profit organization
funded through an operational agreement
with the Workers’ Compensation Board.
Back injuries are considered one of the
nation’s biggest safety challenges, and
account for approximately one in five
workplace injuries.
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Using a winch eliminates the risk of back injury.

A winch could be mounted on an ATV for easy removal of concaves.

FALL WEED CONTROL
» CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

THREE STEPS TO
EFFECTIVE PRE-HARVEST
WEED CONTROL
limit, it’s best to try and control
those weeds in another crop year
and just go with Reglone (for desiccation).” Use of that product does
meet with E.U. approval.

GLYPHOSATE FOR
WEED CONTROL
But even if a farmer doesn’t
intend to try using glyphosate as a
desiccant, getting the timing right
is still critical to ensure it’s effective
at controlling perennial weeds. The
only way to ensure that happens is
to scout the field first.
“It’s not just a matter of automatically going out there and
spraying every year, it’s looking
at what weeds you have, what
weeds pre-harvest (applications)
work best on and what weeds
need post-harvest (applications),”
says Flaten. “Depending on what
weeds you’re going after, you may
not want to use pre-harvest as a
weed control method.”
“If the condition of the target
weed is poor or it’s completed its
life cycle, then pre-harvest glypho-
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sate may give poor weed control,”
says Flaten. Foxtail barley is a
prime example. “Pre-harvest application of glyphosate isn’t the best
time to control it. Often the leaves
have dried down by pre-harvest.
Perennial sow thistle is another
example. It’s lost a lot of its leaves
(at that time of year) so you don’t
get much herbicide entering the
plant. You get reduced control.”
Even though foxtail barley may
be too mature for herbicide control
at pre-harvest, cutting the crop may
stimulate its regrowth. Hitting a
field with a post-harvest application
when plants are active again may be
a better alternative (see a story on
this topic on page seven).
Post-harvest may also be a better
time to control dandelions. A dense
crop canopy can prevent spray droplets from landing on their leaves,
which are close to the ground. Once
the crop is removed, getting glyphosate onto leaves could be much
easier, providing they aren’t covered
with too much residue.

PROPER TIMING
Making a pre-harvest application
too early will also limit its effectiveness, especially with weeds like
Canada thistle that are still actively
moving resources out of their roots

for plant growth. “If you make that
pre-harvest application too early
in August, you won’t get much
(glyphosate) movement into the
root system,” says Flaten. The most
effective time to apply it is when
weeds are actively building winter
root reserves.
If you made a spring herbicide

is the ideal time for translocation
of applied glyphosate into that root
system. “You tend to get good root
and long-term control of broadleaf perennials, such as Canada
thistle, later on in August or early
September,” says Flaten.
Farmers should also be sure to
check with their grain buyer to
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You tend to get good root and long-term
control of broadleaf perennials, such
as Canada thistle, later on in
August or early September
application of glyphosate, ensure
target weeds have recovered and
have enough regrowth for the
second treatment to be effective.
“You want the weed to be growing,” says Flaten.
Grassy perennial weeds can usually be controlled well with an
early pre-harvest application, but
broadleaf weeds are best controlled later in the fall. When daylight hours are reduced, that signals
broadleaf perennials to start storing
food reserves in their roots, which

ensure a pre-harvest glyphosate
application will not affect the
crop’s end use. “Even in some cases
with registered crops, certain buyers have additional restrictions,”
notes Flaten. “This is particularly
the case with malt barley and
milling oats. The maltsters don’t
want pre-harvest (glyphosate) used
because there is the potential for
reduced germination. That affects
their malt yield.” †
Scott Garvey is machinery editor for Grainews.
Contact him at scott.garvey@fbcpublishing.com.
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Your next issue!
You can expect your next issue in your
mailbox about September 12, 2011

At Farm Business Communications we have a firm commitment to protecting your privacy and security as our customer. Farm Business Communications will only collect personal information if it is required for the
proper functioning of our business. As part of our commitment to enhance customer service, we may share this personal information with other strategic business partners. For more information regarding our Customer
Information Privacy Policy, write to: Information Protection Officer, Farm Business Communications, 1666 Dublin Ave., Winnipeg, MB R3H 0H1
Occasionally we make our list of subscribers available to other reputable firms whose products and services might be of interest to you. If you would prefer not to receive such offers, please contact us at the address
in the preceding paragraph, or call 1-800-665-0502.

The editors and journalists who write,
contribute and provide opinions to Grainews
and Farm Business Communications attempt
to provide accurate and useful opinions, information and analysis. However, the editors,
journalists and Grainews and Farm Business
Communications, cannot and do not guarantee the accuracy of the information contained
in this publication and the editors as well as
Grainews and Farm Business Communications
assume no responsibility for any actions or
decisions taken by any reader for this publication based on any and all information provided.

